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3 Kings Celebration - The Urban Rite in a Rio de Janeiro slam
(favela) - facing low support from the state, crime, religious
intolerance and poverty
3 kings folia is a rite brought from Portugal to Brazil and got influenced by African, Natives cultures,... .
The research focuses on the challenges( poverty, criminality, religious intolerance) of that urban rite
inside a slum in Rio de Janeiro, and how the resistance makes the group stronger. Also how the
governments don't support those groups with public grants leaving them really unattended.
The 3 kings celebration is a traditional rite brought from Portugal to Brazil and has influences from
African, Natives cultures and other European immigrants that reached Brazil during 5 centuries.
Speaking about my research in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, the study focused on the Santa Marta slam
where the masters and conductors of that Urban rite always tried to resist different problems and
challenges to keep their performance alive. That rite was brought to this slam 60 years ago by the
immigrants from the countryside of Brazil
Also, some of those groups live in slums and very poor areas that have civil wars and high criminality,
and the choice for music and art can help a lot of young people to not be exposed to criminality, but
one of the hardest wars is the war against poverty.
The work of those directors includes rehearsal, clothes, masks, musical instruments, and knowledge
passed from family to family for generations and are part of our most important connection with the
formation of country and culture. . The Folia is alive and for sure got the influence of the new
generations and still survived, still having the problem of religious intolerance, crime, and police
violence. The support of the Brazilian government to the artist is close to zero but those groups still
survive and keep their tradition and also nowadays the number of kids participating, of their school to
create new participants, is growing and it shows that this rite is strong and alive.
Also I can develop an exhibition of giant masks inspired by that rite.
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